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Resumo
O presente artigo analisa os eventos realizados em comemoração ao tricentenário de morte de Luís de Camões, no Rio de Janeiro, em junho de 1880, com destaque para o discurso pronunciado por Joaquim Nabuco no momento da festa. Busca-se investigar a fala de Nabuco considerando-as relações culturais e políticas em curso entre Portugal e Brasil, naquele período, destacando-se o fato de que as comemorações do tricentenário enfatizaram, na ação de seus organizadores, um ideal de identidade nacional brasileira definida como fundamentalmente lusitana. A contribuição de Nabuco para a composição dessa representação da Nação é o objetivo deste artigo.
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Abstract
This article analyzes the events held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1880 to commemorate the tercentenary of the death of Luis de Camoes, emphasizing the speech given by Joaquim Nabuco. The aim is to investigate Nabuco’s speech in light of the cultural and political relations between Brazil and Portugal at that time, highlighting the fact that the tercentenary celebrations emphasized an ideal Brazilian national identity defined as fundamentally Lusitanian. Nabuco’s contribution to the development of this representation of the nation is the aim of this article.
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The tercentenary of the death of Camões in Lisbon and in Rio de Janeiro: some brief considerations

On that memorable day, 10 June 1880, three hundred years after the death of the glorious Epic, and when the population of this Capital loudly commemorated this notable event on the old Rua da Lampadosa, now Luís de Camões, the foundation stone of the beautiful temple [the Real Gabinete Português de Leitura do Rio de Janeiro] was laid. There appeared at this great act the Emperor, ministers, notable men of letters, the sciences, and the arts, the Municipal Council who appeared in solemn formality with the respective standard, a rare case (since it was a private building), which gave the act an extraordinary importance, many important people, Brazilian and Portuguese associations, represented by their respective boards, and a large mass of people who watched the majestic and moving spectacle.1

... on a Sunday with the regattas in Botafogo, the most splendid and dazzling maritime festival that Rio de Janeiro has seen – a luxury, a vanity, an orgy of light and adornment. The people joined with the Club, decorating all the balconies, illuminating the gardens; and at night, the Venetian gondolas, the fireworks ... Botafogo Bay appeared the stage for an immense fantastic play. (Revista Ilustrada, Rio de Janeiro, 19 June 1880)

The texts in the epigraph report the events experienced by the population of Rio de Janeiro in the week around 10 June 1880, the date when the tercentenary of the death of Camões was commemorated. In addition to the events mentioned above (referred to by Sandmann, 2003), others were added, such as the exhibition held in the National Library of Rio de Janeiro.2

The commemoration of the tercentenary of the Portuguese author intensely mobilized the cultural and intellectual space in Portugal and in Brazil at the beginning of the 1880s. In Portugal the event was experienced as an important moment in the (re)writing of national memory, in Brazil the tercentenary of Camões was commemorated as a good indication of the importance of Portuguese culture for the country.

The Camões’ festivities, as well as the Republican commemorations studied by Lucia Lippi, had a “unifying pedagogical function,”3 since they sought to minimize the differences existing between the commemorating
groups. Differences which, in this case, consisted of overcoming the idea that Brazil should define itself by otherness in relation to Portugal, while the latter needed to characterize itself by the search for permanence, claiming the right which in the opinion of many Portuguese intellectuals had been acquired by a common history between the two countries, thereby giving Portugal the possibility of “leading wills, defining destinies and proposing paths outside its own territory.” As André Burguière warns, commemorations are not “the best councilors of historic research,” precisely because the festivities obliterated differences, tensions and dissent, strengthening harmony instead. Historians have to purify events in order to investigate the movements which construct the approximations and distancing between the groups organizing commemorations, in order to better understand the representations in dispute which inform the commemorative process.

It is sought here to investigate the tercentenary of the death of Camões as an important event in the cultural and intellectual relations established between Portugal and Brazil in the second half of the nineteenth century. However, it is also important to take into account that although this event indisputably approximated Portuguese and Brazilian intellectuals, this did not occur in a harmonious manner. The analysis of the events involved shows fissures and dissent in the organization of the festivities and the interpretations of Camões’ legacy, which allowed glimpses of the distinct projects of the nation being developed both in Brazil and in the Portugal in the final decades of the nineteenth century.

In Portugal, according to Maria Isabel João, it was Luciano Cordeiro, perpetual secretary of the Society of Geography and a journalist from O Comércio de Lisboa, who started the preparations for the festivities. Following his initiative, a group of individuals linked to the Lisbon press took responsibility for publicizing it, announcing in newspapers and magazine the idea that it was important to commemorate Camões, since it was a “festival of the nation” and not the “festival of a party, a school, or a partial communion.” According to the journalists, the event “had the aim of establishing the convergence of all individuals around the Patria of which Camões was the symbol.” Considering that “the work of heroification is inseparable from the production of a collective memory,” the commemoration consisted of the organization of a series of events and publications which evoked the memory...
of Camões, strengthening the author’s production and the glorification of the history of the country. In Portugal it involved various publications, paintings, commemorative coins, festivals in schools, civic processions, speeches which were afterwards published, a wide variety of events which attracted a wide variety of individuals from across the political and social spectrum (João, 2002, p.524).

Despite this patriotic mobilization, the union around Camões as a representative of the pantheon of nation heroes led to his use in competing projects for the nation, as evidenced during the commemorations. The expanse of these festivities was so large that it led Oliveira Martins to state in 1880: “Camões is at the same time an infinity of types for an infinity of creatures dragged by the Centenary.”

Opposing forces came together in tribute to Camões. However, they used distinct justifications which converged with their projects for the nation. Portuguese monarchists and republicans prepared their discourse. From the point of view of the monarchists, Camões had expressed three elements which had characterized nationality: tradition, language and territory, aspects which were valorized in this writing. In the eyes of the republicans, evoking the poet was remembering the past as a form of overcoming the difficulties of a ‘vile sadness and erased’ present – in the much repeated words of Camões himself –, and of encouraging spirits for political changes (ibid.). Analyzing various Portuguese commemorations at the end of the nineteenth century, including the tercentenary of the death of Camões, Fernando Catroga calls attention to the fact that

with some rare exceptions, Portuguese civic festivities, especially after 1880, were commemorations and celebrations used to fight an inveterate feeling of decadence. From this also arose the yearnings for regeneration, an objective which helps to understand why the Republicans, even before achieving political power (1910), managed to become the ones promising a ‘New Patria,’ hegemonizing a good part of the expectations sown by this ritualized dialogue between the promises of the future and the re-readings of the past.

Above all, Camões and Os Lusíadas were for the Portuguese republicans a slogan of the struggle against national decadence and a justification for the
return to more genuinely Portuguese values linked to heroism, expansion, growth and the development of the Nation.

Nevertheless, the Camões commemorations in Portugal were not an isolated example of the cult of the past glories of the Nation. As is well known, the national constructions imagined by the men of the nineteenth century included, to a large extent, the placing of their heroes on pantheons. As Armelle Enders notes, “the decline of monarchs, but especially the strengthening of nations, stimulated in nineteenth century Europe the taste for great men and the interest in their cult.”

The glorification of Camões by large groups of Portuguese intellectuals had intense repercussions in Brazil, especially in Rio de Janeiro. In this city members of the Portuguese colony, particularly those who met in the Gabinete Português de Leitura, put themselves at the front of the commemorations, preparing the notion of a festive ideal in which Brazil appeared as a continuation of Portugal in the Americas (João, 2000). In the program proposed by the institution, the event included the laying of the foundation stone for a new building and a festive night in the D. Pedro Theater, with the presentation of a play by Machado de Assis, written especially for the occasion, an opera by Carlos Gomes, an exhibition in the National Library, as well as a regatta in the Botafogo Cove and a march by students (ibid.).

Joaquim Nabuco was chosen as the orator of the festivities in the D. Pedro Theater. The choice of Nabuco to lead the commemorations created conflicts among the members of the Portuguese colony, since there were those, such as Figueiredo de Magalhães, who considered the choosing of a Brazilian to pay tribute to the greatest name in Portuguese literature unacceptable. In a text published in Jornal do Commercio on 18 March 1880, Figueiredo de Magalhães harshly criticized the name of Nabuco and argued that his compatriots should have a leading role:

at the end of the nineteenth century a puffed up layman tried to strangle the credits of our academies ... The bulwark of letters in our patria, which still exists in the capital of this Empire, like a lost sentinel guarding the withdrawal of our literary legions, taking down the flag of his nation and capitulating due to the lack of disciplined artillerymen who could have given the salvo in the festivities of the centenary of Camões! ... I protest in the name of my patriotism, and the
assassins of patriotic credit answer that there was no decent Portuguese who could have greeted Camões on his centenary.

All authorities and Portuguese associations which exist anywhere in Brazil are invited; all Portuguese whether great or ordinary; all our friends and all the admirers of our Camões without distinction of nationality. Let us all join the initiators of the festivities, once they do not want to besmirch the history of this centenary with the false supposition that in 1880 there was no Portuguese in Brazil capable of telling the world how much was and will be his immortal compatriot.

However, while this was the opinion of Magalhães, it was not shared by the entire Portuguese colony. Some considered the commemorations an opportunity to bring Portugal and Brazil closer together, a relationship which at that moment was suffering the consequences, at least in the city of Rio de Janeiro, of a growing popular process of anti-Lusitanism.13

From the point of view of the event organizers, Camões’ tercentenary was a suitable occasion to unite Portuguese and Brazilians and to construct a more positive vision of the Portuguese in Brazil. The invitation of Nabuco was perhaps a strategy to effectively achieve this approximation. In the opinion of the members of the board of the Gabinete Português de Leitura, the choice of Nabuco was justified as it represented the desire for an approximation with Brazil which they so wanted. The explanation about the choice of the name of Joaquim Nabuco had been published in Jornal do Commercio (13 Mar. 1880), in the Requests section, which possibly shows a justification included in the newspaper announcement paid for by members of the board of the Gabinete Português de Leitura. The text states:

If it was the understanding of the Gabinete that it had to give proof, this would be in the invitation that it had the honor to send to one of the best talents of the new Brazilian generation, the illustrious writer who in the youth of his years had the illustrious glory of commemorating with the publication of his book Camões e os Luziadas the third centenary of the immortal poem. The principal role in the commemorations of the centenary given to the illustrious Sr. Dr. Joaquim Aurelio Nabuco de Araujo was not because of our respect for his talents, which is enormous, nor our estimation for his person, which is no less; it is because it belongs to him exclusively as the sole writer in the Portuguese language who had
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the glory to write eight years ago: “In 1859, in 1864 and 1865 Germany, England, and Italy celebrated with national festivities the centenaries of Schiller, Shakespeare and Dante, publishing today these notes, I do no more than what the men of heart did in these three countries when, leaving the countryside they came to the cities to cover with garlands the statues of the poets. I pay tribute to an always growing admiration of Luiz de Camões upon the third centenary of his poem.” Sr. Joaquim Nabuco only should not have expected that the invitation would be objected to on the part of those who ignored this honorable page of their history. In relation to us, only one thing can be more agreeable than the honor of the invitation we sent: this occasion to give greater publicity to the name of the true precursor of this great movement...

According to the members of the Board of the Gabinete de Leitura, Nabuco deserved the position of orator because he had been the first in Brazil to pay tribute to Camões by publishing in 1872 the book Camões e os Lusíadas. Those who defended his name justified the choice by saying that Nabuco had been the precursor of the movement to pay tribute to Camões. Moreover, they legitimated it by saying that Brazilians and Portuguese were “people with a common origin, heirs of glorious traditions.” They considered that this was the moment to reaffirm approximation and not to establish differences.

The reports published in Jornal do Commercio in the first half of 1880, expose the internal fissures and contradictions in the Portuguese colony of Rio de Janeiro during the organization of the commemorations. Nonetheless, despite the opposition on the part of certain members of the colony, the desires of the board of the Gabinete Português de Leitura prevailed and Nabuco was confirmed as orator. It was Nabuco who gave the speech paying homage to Camões on the night of 10 June 1880 in the D. Pedro Theater, in an event at which Emperor Pedro II was present, as well as numerous guests.

NABUCO’S SPEECH: COMMEMORATING CAMÕES AND DEFINING THE NATION

The archive of the Real Gabinete Português de Leitura do Rio de Janeiro holds approximately two hundred letters acknowledging the invitations they
had received for the commemorations in the Imperial Theater of D. Pedro II on 10 June 1880. That night, before an enormous audience, Joaquim Nabuco gave his speech, which can be summarized in one of its most significant phrases: “Brazil and *Os Lusíadas* are the two biggest works of Portugal.”

Highlighting the importance of Brazil for Portugal and constituting an idea of a Brazilian nation which organized itself as the inheritance of the Portuguese tradition was undoubtedly the tone of Nabuco’s speech.

Starting his analysis of Camões’ poem, Nabuco asked: “What is the idea of the *Lusíadas*, if it is not the poem of the maritime discoveries and the territorial expansion of the Portuguese race? Is the discovery of Brazil not an integral part of this historical context?”

Defining Brazil as the most important part of the Portuguese Empire was the principal objective of Nabuco’s speech, which seemed to agree with the ideas proposed by a significant group of Portuguese intellectuals of creating a Luso-Brazilian cultural community, which was to be done through various strategies. In this project

it was important to recreate the memory of what over the centuries had been sedimented between counties which until then had very different experiences of life and culture. Their many roots would drink the sap which had fed them in the remote times of the adventure of the meeting with the unknown and the ties which, since then, had been tightened and strengthened in the lands on both sides of the sea.

In his speech Nabuco point to the strong presence of Portugal in Brazil and the influence of Portugal on Brazilians. Commemorating Camões meant, without a doubt in his opinion, reinforcing the ties that united them. In Nabuco’s words, if the Brazilian patria organized itself in some way that was distinct from the Portuguese patria, national identity in Brazil consisted of a filial feeling which linked Brazil directly to Portugal. According to him:

*nacht I am Portuguese; it is enough to say that I animated with the small but robust Nation which founded Brazil and which for so long was the Patria Mother, with a feeling which, if not confused with patriotism, cannot but be confused with national pride.*
In this “complex configuration of representations, images and ideas” which the intellectuals evoked as the “mystery of national identity,” Portugal represented, in Nabuco’s conception, the place of origin, and thus the unavoidable reference for thinking about Brazil. It was this argument that Nabuco used to defend his position as orator of the festivities:

The honor of being the interpreter of the admiration of an entire century and two peoples united in the Centenary of a poet, is one of the privileges of which it is said it is better to deserve them than to possess them. – I confess that I accepted this place due to the debt of gratitude that we have with Portugal, and in which I, as a Brazilian, claim my share.

Continuing he referred to those who criticized the choice of his name:

In the festivities, some are Brazilian, others Portuguese, others foreigners; we all have the right to shelter under the mantle of the Poet. The patria is an energetic feeling, disinterested, beneficial, even when it is fanaticism. This fanaticism allows much intolerance, except one which turns contradictory on itself: that of refusing the spontaneous concourse of foreign sympathy in the great expansions of our patria. If today is the day of Portugal, is it not better that its national festival be considered amongst us a family festival? If it is the day of the Portuguese language, is this not what ten million Brazilians also speak? … In a more special meaning, however, can it be said that we Brazilian are the foreigners at the festivities? Many things would have to be forgotten to agree with this.

Nabuco uses the speech to answer his enemies and to reinforce his position as legitimate orator. In his speech he considers that the discussion about his nationality should use another interpretative key. Like all Brazilians he was an heir of Camões, since the poet was the greatest representative of the Luso-Brazilian family. In his opinion Brazil was eternally and necessarily linked to Portugal. According to him it was not only a question of language, or of common culture, which linked the two countries, but a feeling of belonging originating in the process of maritime expansion which was perpetuated in all Brazilians. Perhaps making reference to the feeling of decadence felt by Portuguese at the end of the nineteenth century, Nabuco states that Brazil would continue the Lusitanian legacy. Referring to the Portuguese language, he argues: “Portugal could disappear within centuries, submerged in
the European wave, but it will have in one hundred million Brazilians, the same luminous and melodious vibration.”

Finally, Nabuco highlights the importance of the commemorating centenaries in the consolidation of a common historical memory in Portugal and Brazil, stating that: “and for many centuries your centenary will bring together around your statues spread among the vast dominions of the Portuguese language, the two nations pay tribute to your glory...”.

However, the centenary commemorations did not have this glorious destiny supposed by Nabuco. The fourth Centenary of Camões, at the end of the twentieth century, does not appear to have mobilized the same spirit of celebration present in the third Centenary. Although the National Library of Rio de Janeiro held an exhibition, which led to new publications, the commemorations were more modest than in the previous century. However, the process of the monumentalization of the work of Camões became even greater in the twentieth century, as well as its use as a reference for Portuguese and Brazilian literature. As a ‘foundational fiction,’ Camões was included in anthologies and didactic literature, reinforcing the idea of the founding myth of the link between Portuguese and Brazilian cultural production.

In this process new memories of Camões were forged and diffused. The numerous layers of memory produced by critical fortune of his works played a fundamental role in the establishment of a literary canon in which Camões had a leading place. The various readings and interpretations possible showed the approximation – at certain moment more so and at others less – of Brazilian and Portuguese cultures.

As in the preface to Nabuco’s speech, republished by the National Library of Rio de Janeiro on the occasion of the fourth centenary of the death of Camões, in 1980, Maximiano de Carvalho e Silva interpreted Nabuco’s text as the foundations for the critiques prepared by Brazilians about Camões’ work. In his text, Maximiano highlights that Nabuco’s work is unknown among the specialized public and qualifies its reading in a process of the monumentalization, not just of Camões’ work but also of Nabuco’s. The author argues that:

Camonian studies of Nabuco, and the episodes involved in its production, demand even more attentive and careful re-examinations without which in the biographic tests related to the memorialist of Minha Formação, and in the essays about the evolution of Camonian investigations, due emphasis will not be given
to one of the most important contributions to modern Camonology. Republishing these studies is thus contributing to a broader and correct vision of what has been the Camonian impregnation in the process of our intellectual development.\(^{24}\)

Maximiano de Carvalho e Silva’s text is an important testimony for thinking about the use and appropriations of the works of Camões and Nabuco in the final decades of the twentieth century. From Carvalho e Silva’s perspective, Nabuco had to be valorized because he had qualified Camões in relation to Brazilian intellectual development, inserting it in a tradition which began at the end of the nineteenth century in Brazil of commemorating Camões also as the “withdrawn patron of Brazilian nationality” (Sandmann, 2003). Although part of the Brazilian intelligentsia at that time was more concerned with creating an ideal of nationality shaped, to a great extent, by discourse in opposition to the intellectual production of Portugal – forging a distinct national identity, capable of shaping social consensus –, the speeches and the events of Camões tercentenary festivities were prepared in a field conditioned by the myth of the foundation of Brazilian national identity which was, in the opinion of its mentors, fundamentally Lusitanian in its origin. What was created as Brazilianness at this moment was also in a certain sense Lusitanian.\(^{25}\) Commemorating Camões as the hero of Brazilian nationality because he was Portuguese, certainly incites questions.

If the national construction should result from a historic genealogy, established in the selection and succession of possible nations,\(^{26}\) considering the Portuguese poet as the precursor of the national soul suggests some reflections on the referential frameworks to construct the past, the present, and the future of the Nation. It is true that the commemoration of the tercentenary of Camões did not happen without conflict, as stated above about the disputes over the name of the orator for the event. Some records suggest that some “particular dissidences about the flag” made themselves heard (apud João, 2002, p.217), though according to Maria Isabel João, “there prevailed the idea that historic and linguistic identity should give way to a joint celebration of the poet.” As a result “the public powers of the Empire, the Brazilian parliament, the ministers, and the Emperor himself, understood the scope of the Centenary of Camões for the confraternity of the two peoples.”\(^{27}\)
Undoubtedly shaped at the commemorations for Camões was shaped an ideal of the Brazilian nation in harmony with a feeling of belonging to a wider cultural community which can perhaps be called Luso-Brazilian.
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